Just as early programmers lacked experience, so do hypertext authors [Brown 1990 ]. In fact, this whole business of designing and producing hypertext systems is still a relatively new discipline. Creating hypertexts is complex because of the richness of interconnectivity that exists among nodes and links in hypertexts. As such, the demands placed on hypertext authors in authoring hypertexts cannot be underestimated. Hypertext authors have to perform many balancing acts: (1) ensure that the design and structure of the hypertext system is 'best' according to its function; (2) ensure that all the nodes and links created in the hypertext database correspond directly to the windows and links in the display screen so that there should be no redundant/missing links or nodes; and (3) incorporate good design guidelines for screen and information display, dialogue design, navigation aids and on-line assistance.
Introduction
Just as early programmers lacked experience, so do hypertext authors [Brown 1990 ]. In fact, this whole business of designing and producing hypertext systems is still a relatively new discipline. Creating hypertexts is complex because of the richness of interconnectivity that exists among nodes and links in hypertexts. As such, the demands placed on hypertext authors in authoring hypertexts cannot be underestimated. Hypertext authors have to perform many balancing acts: (1) ensure that the design and structure of the hypertext system is 'best' according to its function; (2) ensure that all the nodes and links created in the hypertext database correspond directly to the windows and links in the display screen so that there should be no redundant/missing links or nodes; and (3) incorporate good design guidelines for screen and information display, dialogue design, navigation aids and on-line assistance.
Hypertext authors don't make good hypermedia documents because it is difficult to do so. They are faced with a vast range of potential structures and an astronomically large number of choices when creating a hypertext document [Thimbleby 1995] . Just as users are often 'lost' while navigating in hypertexts, so are hypertext authors themselves in authoring hypertext systems! The question we want to ask is: could it be possible that because hypertext authors themselves are 'lost' in the process of designing and authoring hypertext systems, they inadvertently contribute to poorly designed hypertext systems, which in turn leads to users often being 'lost in hyperspace'? If so, there are many new answers for the following question: How can authors then be helped in designing well-structured hypertext system?
Essential and helpful features for hypertext authoring tools
To investigate hypertext authors' expectations of what good hypertext designer tools should provide, we conducted a survey among a group of eight hypertext authors. Four of them were amateur authors and the other four were experienced authors. In the questionnaire, we asked the authors to rate how satisfied they were with present hypertext authoring tools. Of the eight surveyed, seven indicated they were only partially satisfied with what present hypertext systems can offer. Many problems encountered in authoring were highlighted, but the main problems can be attributed to poor support in: (i) integrity checking of nodes and links; (ii) capturing user requirements; (iii) analysing user interactions; and (iv) importing facilities.
Based on responses obtained from the questionnaire and research findings made by other researchers [e.g., Shneiderman and Kearsley 1989 , Wright 1989 , Conklin 1987 , the essential and helpful features designer tools should provide fall under the following functional areas (in order of importance):
•
Creation of nodes and links
To help hypertext authors cope with the vast number of nodes and hypertext links, tools should make it easy for authors to create and label nodes and links so that designers can concentrate on design guidelines and principles. Coming up with good node and link names can be demanding for hypertext authors so Conklin suggests having an authoring tool that supports immediate recording of the idea but deferring the creation and labelling of the link/node until after thought is captured [Conklin 1987 ]. Authoring tools should support the range of interface design options that are helpful in hypertexts. There should be functions for node and link listing, node information and tools for annotating nodes. There should be provided an indicator to show where specific links go to and automatic connecting of certain terms. Tools should be provided for link checking. An automatic generation of return paths of unidirectional links free authors of the 'burden' of creating return links.
• Generation of overall map and structure
To aid users in navigating hypertext, authoring tools should automatically generate maps, contents, bookmarks, etc. in hypertext systems.
• Support for capturing and representing users' needs Tools could be incorporated with "cognitive user models" that can help designers capture and represent users' needs more accurately during the design and development of hypertext systems. There should also be facilities to check user entry and traversal. This can be useful information to make the hypertext system more adaptive to users' changing needs.
Provision of a full range of editing facilities
Like all other electronic tools, a comprehensive range of editing facilities such as copying, moving, insertion, deletion, formatting, etc. should be provided for users. To ensure that the hypertext systems are not just electronic page-turners, a rich library of graphics and colours should be available. Facilities should also be provided to import/export text and/or graphics files without much hassle.
• Support for tracking and checking
As the hypertext database grows in size, it will be difficult for authors to keep track of the nodes and links. It will be a tremendous help to authors if the tools are able to keep track of what the authors have done so far and capture the hypertext database with its nodes and links in a graphical form with the choice of viewing it on the screen or be printed out.
Support for testing and evaluation
To test and evaluate hypertext systems, there should be a means of recording users' use of them and their feedback in an analytical way. During the authoring process, a very essential feature an authoring tool should have is the capability to toggle between author and user mode so that authors can test ideas.
Creation of external links
Tools should allow links to be established with external facilities with ease. This will encourage and enrich associations of links outside the hypertext system.
Better support tools for authoring
A study by Wright [Wright 1989 ] highlighted some problems faced by hypertext authors during the development of hypertexts: authors often discovered that links are created that go nowhere, or information exists that has not been linked into the text and so is completely inaccessible to the reader. The table below compares some popular hypertext authoring tools (e.g. MacroMind Director, HyperCard, SuperCard and Toolbook) based on the functional features discussed in Section 2.0. It also highlights whether these functional features are implementable by vendors and users of the tools. Table: Functional support provided by hypertext authoring tools and implications for implementation by vendors and users of the tools. This table is provided to promote debate (the higher the number, the better). For vendors to modify the current authoring tool (3: easy; 1: hard; 2: yes; 0: no) IU:
For users to implement using the current authoring tool (3: easy; 1: hard; 2: yes; 0: no)
As reflected in the table above, popular authoring systems are not providing the essential functional support yearned by hypertext authors to aid them build effective and efficient hypertext systems. Hypertext authors need better support tools than present hypertext systems can offer [Thimbleby 1995] . With good support tools, the complexity of hypertext authoring can be reduced, thus freeing the hypertext authors to concentrate on the design and structure of the hypertext systems.
Hypermedia style generators
Thimbleby describes in his paper a new style authoring tool, called hypermedia style generators, that writes hypermedia to a set-formula [Thimbleby 1995] . This sort of style generator enables the structure of the hypertext system be maintained consistently regardless of changes made due to author's modification, users' requirements, etc. Gentml, his demonstration authoring tool, makes the task of author's design problem much easier by retaining a guaranteed structure. It has the following characteristics:
• it imposes a customisable, but uniform visual style on any size document • it imposes a clear and uniform logical style • it supports the author's understanding of the document • it supports hypermedia research Gentml has been applied to different documents with success [Thimbleby 1995] . This tool provides authors with a guaranteed flexibility to create well-structured hypertext document.
Concluding remarks
This paper summarises results on essential and helpful features hypertext authoring tools should have to provide better support and automated help to hypertext authors. It also discusses a successful implementation of a new hypermedia design tool that makes the complex authoring process simpler and guarantees generation of well-structured hypertext documents.
